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‘Today I am proud of my school,
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This policy is designed to:
• Set out guidelines for the agreed principles and approaches which underpin teaching and
learning in our school
• Promote consistency of approach and expectations, and continuity and progression, in
order to improve the quality of teaching and learning
• Recognise, acknowledge and implement the most effective classroom practices, in order
to further children’s learning intellectually, socially, emotionally and physically

The policy takes account of:
•
•
•

The nature of our school community and the context in which teaching and
learning takes place
The collective experience and expertise of both teaching and support staff
Educational research and knowledge about children and education

Our curriculum:
At Ashton West End Primary Academy, we encourage children to think about the world
around them by asking questions about what they see, hear and experience. We have a very
exciting and engaging curriculum at Ashton West End Primary Academy – our children tell us
they love to learn! Above all other things, the curriculum is the heart of the school: the
skills, knowledge and understanding our children gain, and the ways in which the children
are taught and learn, make each school day vibrant and engaging for pupils and teachers
alike. The school curriculum at Ashton West End Primary Academy is arranged around a ‘Big
Question’ approach, with children exploring a new question each half term.
At Ashton West End Primary Academy, a large percentage of our children have English as an
additional language, therefore the practise of reading and using vocabulary is extremely
important to us. To cater to the needs of our children, and taking on board the area around
us, our curriculum is designed to ensure that reading is a thread constantly running
throughout each topic/subject. Alongside this, our school use a ‘Big Question’ approach.
Open-ended questions have no right or wrong answers, but help to broaden children’s
thinking process, to develop their speech and language skills, and to build confidence in
their ability to express themselves using words. This approach, paired with a thread of
reading running throughout each topic/subject, helps our school to ensure that all of our
children are given the opportunities to reach their potential.
Literacy lessons are all text based and these texts have been carefully selected to ensure
that they are pitched accurately, and also so that they link with the ‘Big Question’ for that
half term. For example, a ‘Big Question’ in Year 2 might be: ‘What is the difference between
being famous and being a superhero?’. Within this ‘Big Question’, the children might read
texts in English lessons such as ‘Supertato’ by Sue Hendra and ‘Superworm’ by Julia
Donaldson. All of their writing work will be based around these texts and then in History
lessons, the class would look at the lives of significant individuals in the past who have

contributed to national and international achievements. Throughout this half term, the
children would be totally immersed in texts and discussions about superheroes and famous
people, meaning that by the end of the topic, pupils can answer their class’ ‘Big question’
confidently using the experiences that they have been provided with. Another example is
the question, ‘What makes you powerful?’ which might be used in year 4. Within this ‘Big
Question’, the children might read ‘Iron Man’ by Ted Hughes in English, learn about
Volcanoes in Geography and focus on forces and magnets in Science.
The Maths curriculum starts fundamentally in the Early Years setting and children are given
the opportunity to be introduced, explore and understand number, measurement, pattern
and shape and space through a combination of short, formal teaching. Structured play
scenarios are thoroughly planned for children in the Early Years to access mathematics.
Maths lessons in KS1 and KS2 follow the structure of fluency, problem-solving and reasoning
tasks. Teachers provide concrete of variation, such as pictorial and abstract representations
to allow children to understand concepts fully and then developing a mastery approach.
Mental maths is followed throughout the Key stages and children build on their number
bonds, times table facts and development of methods of the four rules of number (addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication). Language and discussion in maths is key, with our
learners at Ashton West End, as it allows children to understand the vocabulary and involve
in vital mathematical conversations. Language and vocabulary are displayed in the
classroom and teachers use this within their practice. Encouragement and praising children
in maths provides communication with learners to understand maths fully and clarify their
thoughts. The nature of maths lesson vary depending on the objective of maths being
taught or the needs of the class, nonetheless lessons should be active and allow practicing
of new skills which they haven’t yet mastered or learning something new or learning to
apply the knowledge to different concepts. Concrete and pictorial apparatus and resources
are easily accessible for children to use within maths lessons, to help aid children with
developing maths skills and strategies. Additionally, teachers allow time for the children to
look over previous learning to try to correct misconceptions and consolidate learning to
provide future progress amongst the individual learner.

Our school aims to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raise levels of attainment for all pupils, enabling them to achieve their personal best
Develop confident, disciplined and enquiring learners, able to make informed
choices
Foster a love of learning
Foster self-esteem and personal responsibility, linked to respect for the needs and
feelings of others
Facilitate considerate and positive relationships between all members of the
academy community
Ensure equal opportunities in relation to gender, race, class, special needs and belief
Value and respect all cultures
Provide a safe and happy work place
Promote a thoughtful attitude towards the immediate and wider environment

Our curriculum aims to:
• Provide a broad and balanced education for all pupils that’s coherently planned and
sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge for skills and future learning
• Enable pupils to develop knowledge, understand concepts and acquire skills, and be able
to choose and apply these in relevant situations
• Support pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development
• Support pupils’ physical development and responsibility for their own health, and enable
them to be active
• Promote a positive attitude towards learning
• Ensure equal access to learning for all pupils, with high expectations for every pupil and
appropriate levels of challenge and support
• Equip pupils with the knowledge and cultural capital they need to succeed in life
• Promote the learning and development of our youngest children and ensure they are
ready for Key Stage 1
Teaching and learning at Ashton West End Primary Academy
Our primary aim is delivering a high-quality education to all children by providing teaching
that:
• Is relevant to the needs and interests of all children giving them the opportunity
to develop self-knowledge and self esteem
• Provide children with the essential basic skills and instil a love of learning
• Promotes high expectations celebrating both success and effort
• Challenges and supports to empower all children including those with special
needs and of very high ability
• Enables children to take ownership of their learning with the confidence to
question and be independent
• Supports the family learning together
Teachers and teaching strategies:
Teachers:
Teachers ensure that the children have a wide and engaging curriculum by:
•

Planning exciting and engaging lessons

•

Arranging educational visits off site, to places like Chester Zoo, Tatton Park and
Portland Basin

•

Providing access to in-house workshops

•

Organising special guests and speakers

•

Having a range of after-school clubs, lunchtime groups, sports, music and
languages clubs

At Ashton West End Primary Academy, we believe that teachers teach most effectively
when:
• They feel valued within the school community
• They develop excellent relationships with the individuals in their class
• The teaching style matches the learning style
• They work as part of a mutually supportive team (whole school and within year groups)
• They are able to work collaboratively with colleagues, planning and evaluating together
• They have access to high quality professional development opportunities
• They have regular release time out of the classroom to plan and evaluate the curriculum
• They have good support from additional adults and other agencies
• They are clear about their aims and share them with learners
• Clear boundaries are set
• They have excellent subject knowledge
• They motivate, enthuse and engage learners
• They develop effective relationships with parents
• They have regular constructive dialogue about learning and self assessment with
individual learners
• A positive, purposeful, relaxed working environment is established and maintained
Teaching Strategies:
In order to ensure equality of access, and effective matching of tasks to needs, teachers
will employ a variety of strategies:
•

Meetings with parents to initiate contact and a relationship between parent, child
and teacher

•

Provision of an integrated curriculum both inside and outside the classroom

•

The development of close links between year groups and key stages

•

The involvement of subject co-ordinators in the development of individual
curriculum areas, in order to ensure continuity and progression between
Reception, Key Stage 1 and Key stage 2

•

Teacher observations

•

Discussion and questioning (open and closed as appropriate)

•

Listening

•

Modelling

•

Providing opportunities for reflection by pupils

•

Demonstrating high expectations

•

Providing opportunities for repetition / reinforcement

•

Providing encouragement, positive reinforcement and praise

•

Making judgements and responding to individual need

•

Intervening, as appropriate, in the learning process in order to encourage
development

•

Provide all children with opportunities for success

•

Use a range of communication strategies – verbal and non-verbal.

•

Use of working walls to support children’s’ learning

Learning environment:
• Classrooms that provide stimulation and a high level of challenge
• Learners need to feel a sense of ownership and relevance. The motivation to learn is an
essential part of the process.
• Welcoming – All areas of the school should be colourful and family friendly to enable
children and parents to feel welcome in our school
• Use of space - accessible, labelled resources, outdoor areas and outdoor learning use
where possible
• Use of time – Children and adults are expected to be punctual and to view time as a
precious and limited resource which should not be wasted
• Resources – Classrooms should be well equipped with up to date and working
technology
• Display – Should be lively, stimulating and exciting. It should reflect a range of learning
and should celebrate both the achievement and creativity of all children
• Calm – Classrooms and other learning areas should be calm and learning focused
Children’s learning:
At Ashton West End Primary Academy, we believe children learn best when:
• They are made to feel secure and confident
• They are involved in the learning process
• A variety of resources are used

• They are presented with learning tasks that are meaningful, relevant and appropriately
matched
• Mixed pedagogy and lesson structures are used for purpose
• A menu of differentiation is used for purpose
• They are made aware of different learning styles and recognise those with which they
feel most comfortable and enabled to learn
• They are skilled at self-assessment
• The classroom environment is extended to include the outdoor learning environment of
the school, the immediate locality and the wider, surrounding area
Learning processes:
Children enter Ashton West End Primary Academy at different stages of development. The
children learn in different ways and at different rates of progress. In the course of learning,
children develop their skills through a variety of processes. These include:
• Investigation
• Experimentation
• Listening
• Observation
• Talking and discussion
• Asking questions
• Practical exploration and role play
• Retrieving information
• Imagining
• Repetition
• Problem-solving
• Making choices and decision making
Learning Styles:
Children learn in a variety of ways, and for this reason it is necessary to ensure that
planning incorporates as many styles as possible. These styles include:
• Visual
• Auditory
• Kinesthetic
• Individual learning

• Collaborative learning in small groups or pairs
• One to one learning with adults, or more able pupil
• Whole class
• Independent learning
Organisation and planning:
Management of the Academy Day:
The Academy Day:
•
•
•
•

08:55-15:15
Total hours per academy day: 6 hours 20 minutes
Total hours per week: 31 hours 40 minutes
Lunch break:
- Ks1 – 1 hour and 10 minutes
- Ks2 – 1 hour

Time Allocation:
Curriculum time can be planned as continuous study throughout the term, or as blocks of
study. Work will be planned using the Whole Academy Long Term Curriculum Overview.
Teachers will follow the agreed whole school overviews with reference to whole academy
planning to ensure that programmes of study are effectively covered.
At Ashton West End Primary Academy we are committed to following the programmes
of study as required by the National Curriculum 2014.
We are committed to raising standards of basic skills at Ashton West End Primary
Academy. By basic skills, we mean the ability to read, write and speak English and to
use mathematics and computing at a level necessary to function and progress at work and
in society in general.
Subjects given teaching time each week:
• Literacy
• Numeracy
• Phonics
• Science
• Computing
• Geography
• History

• Art
• Music
• P.E.
• P.S.H.E.
• MFL
• R.E.
• D.T.
Each subject is timetabled in each week. History and Geography is timetabled half termly as
well as D&T and Art. This meaning that in Spring 1 a class might do history each week and
then in spring 2 they might then do Geography.

Curriculum Planning:
We aim to provide systems which enable:
•

Full coverage of the National Curriculum, RE and Foundation Stage to be achieved
throughout the school

•

The best possible progress and highest attainment for all pupils by ensuring that
consideration is given to how skills and understanding are built up gradually

•

Teachers to provide for children’s learning in a time-effective way

•

The quality of lesson preparation to be maintained through agreed procedures

Long Term Planning:
•

Breadth of Study for English and Mathematics

•

A curriculum breadth of study for our topic-based foundation subjects and science

•

Key skills to be covered during the unit of work

Medium-Term Planning:
•

For Literacy and Numeracy, medium-term planning will outline objectives on which
weekly planning will be based

•

Medium-term plans may be based on planning previously undertaken and will stand
in place to be used in successive years, adapted and changed as necessary

Short-Term Planning:
This will be undertaken on a weekly basis for Numeracy, Literacy and the foundation subjects.
It will:
• set out specific daily objectives
•

outline teaching input and key questions for each part of the lesson

•

outline differentiated tasks for groups of children

•

include notes of teacher focus and use of support staff

Differentiation: Teachers will differentiate the curriculum by:
• Task
• Outcome
• Teacher/adult support.
Differentiated tasks will be detailed in weekly planning. Learning objectives will be specified
for all differentiated teaching. Detailed reference will be made in weekly plans to Individual
Education Plans, and to EAL support for children with English as an additional language.
Record-keeping and assessment: Regular assessments are made of pupils’ work in order to
establish the level of attainment, and to inform future planning. Record-keeping and
assessment procedures are defined in the Assessment Policy and Marking Policy.
Each subject has its own policy where curriculum coverage is discussed in detail. Please find
each subject policy on the school website.

EYFS Curriculum:
See our EYFS policy for information on how our early years curriculum is delivered.
Inclusion
Teachers set high expectations for all pupils. They will use appropriate assessment to set
ambitious targets and plan challenging work for all groups, including:
• More able pupils
• Pupils with low prior attainment
• Pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds
• Pupils with SEN
• Pupils with English as an additional language (EAL)
Teachers will plan lessons so that pupils with SEN and/or disabilities can study every
National Curriculum subject, wherever possible, and ensure that there are no barriers to
every pupil achieving. Teachers will also take account of the needs of pupils whose first
language is not English. Lessons will be planned so that teaching opportunities help pupils to
develop their English, and to support pupils to take part in all subjects. Further information

can be found in our statement of equality information and objectives, and in our SEN policy
and information report.
Monitoring and assessment:
Target Tracker:
Target Tracker is the system used at Ashton West End Primary academy to track progress of
all pupils. The tracking begins the moment a child starts AWEPA (at whatever point this is)
and gives a clear picture of their progress throughout their time in school. The system
allows us to look the progress of all pupils and also to pinpoint that of specific groups of
pupils (eg. By gender, SEN, disadvantaged) to ensure their needs are met. The data is
available to teaching staff, subject leaders, Senior Management and is shared with
Governors.
Assessment:
• All Nursery pupils will be screened using the agreed Tracker within six weeks of starting
academy. There will be ongoing assessment of the 7 areas of learning throughout the
year using observations.
• Reception pupils will be screened using the EYFS profile. There will be ongoing
assessment of the 7 areas of learning throughout the year, leading to Summer term
assessment of the 17 Early Learning Goals.
• Y1 pupils will be screened using the Phonics Screening Check List. Teacher assessment
will be used half termly to inform Target Tracker of progress in Reading, Writing and
Mathematics. All Foundation subjects will be assessed at the end of topic on Target
Tracker
• Year 2 pupils will be screened for Mathematics and English using the Key Stage 1
Statutory Assessment Tests and Teacher Assessment. Teacher assessment will be used
half termly to inform Target Tracker of progress in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.
All Foundation subjects will be assessed at the end of topic on Target Tracker
• Years 3, 4 , 5 and 6 children will be screened for Mathematics, Reading and Writing using
half- termly testing materials. This, together with Teacher Assessment will be used to
inform Target Tracker of their progress. All Foundation subjects will be assessed at the
end of topic on Target Tracker
• In addition, Year 6 children will be screened for Mathematics and English using the Key
Stage 2 Statutory Assessment Tests. All results from these assessments will be analysed
and used to inform future planning
Monitoring of both teacher assessment and formal assessment will be carried out by the
SMT. Assessment data will inform performance management targets to ensure pupil
progress is at the heart of Teaching and Learning
Monitoring and Evaluation

• Pupils work will be monitored and moderated termly in each of the core curriculum
areas by the Curriculum Co-ordinator and SMT
• A program of Moderation will be included in the Staff Meeting timetable
• A termly ‘Progress Report’ is written and Progress Meerings held with all members of
the teaching staff, and individual targets are agreed for each child
• Tracking data for cohorts and individual pupils will be imputed onto Target tracker half
termly.
• Curriculum co-ordinators will regularly monitor children’s books alongside SMT
• The Headteacher will observe each class teacher in a specified curriculum area at least
once per half term
Roles and responsibilities:
Governors’ Role:
It is the Governors’ role to monitor and review the policy and its practise through:
• Regular visits to oversee the delivery of their scheduled subject.
• Reporting to the Headteacher and teachers.
• Reporting to the curriculum sub-committee
• Reporting to the Full Governing Body.
And as detailed in the Governors’ Document:
• To receive reports from the Headteacher and / or the Teacher Governor.
• To attend INSET
• To receive reports from the Headteacher on relevant issues, in particular Health and
Safety, and to follow up any relevant issues
• To promote and ensure at all times equal opportunities in relation to race, gender, class
and belief
• To promote and ensure at all times the practice of giving value and respect for all
cultures and faiths

Parents’ Role:
Parents are encouraged to support their children’s learning by:
• Ensuring that their child comes to academy feeling confident and positive

• Ensuring that their child arrives at academy punctually and regularly
• Sharing with the teacher any problems in academy that their child is experiencing
• Supporting their child by attending Open Evening and other meetings
• Supporting their child and the teacher by becoming actively involved in the operation of
the Individual Education Plan, and any Special Educational Needs processes.
• Ensuring that all contact addresses and telephone numbers are up to date and correct.
• Ensuring that their child arrives at academy wearing the correct uniform and bringing
the correct P.E. kit
• Agreeing to the Parent / Teacher contract concerning their child’s behaviour
• Agreeing to, and supporting the academy’s homework policy
• Welcoming staff at home visiting times, such as before starting Reception
• Contributing relevant information to base-line assessment
• Attending all medicals and health interviews when invited
• Responding to letters sent home from academy
• Informing the academy of reasons for their child’s absence
• Informing the academy of any significant matters at home which may affect their child’s
progress, happiness or behaviour
• Supporting extra-curricular activities, such as visitors to academy, concerts, visits and
fairs
Community Role:
The community is invited to support the academy by:
• Contributing to activities, such as assemblies, artistic events, specialist outings and clubs.
• Presenting themselves as positive role models to be emulated
• Guiding pupils’ behavior as they play around the academy and providing positive role
models with regard to behaviour
• Organising activities and events throughout the year to extend and deepen pupils’
knowledge and skills.
• Supporting academy events

The Academy’s Role:
In relation to each of the above areas the academy will reciprocate by:

• Responding to all offers of support as far as it is able
• Respecting all information given in confidence
• Giving clear information on the aims and objectives of the curriculum and academy
procedures.
• Setting up curriculum meetings
• Displaying the Long Term Whole Academy Curriculum Plan, Schemes of Work and
Medium Term Plans
• Giving reasonable / appropriate access to teaching staff
• Working in partnership with parents and guardians to ensure the success of their child,
and encouraging parental involvement in working out the way forward for their child’s
educational future
Legislation and guidance
This policy reflects the requirements for academies to provide a broad and balanced
curriculum as per the Academies Act 2010, and the National Curriculum programmes of
study which we have chosen to follow.
It also reflects requirements for inclusion and equality as set out in the Special Educational
Needs and Disability Code of Practice 2014 and Equality Act 2010, and refers to curriculumrelated expectations of governing boards set out in the Department for Education’s
Governance Handbook.
This policy complies with our funding agreement and articles of association.
In addition, this policy acknowledges the requirements for promoting the learning and
development of children set out in the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) statutory
framework.

